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Description: benefits:

OPERATION:

LEVEL 
1

LEVEL 
2

LEVEL 
3

22:00 19:00 19:00

OVERVIEW:
Activity type:

Venue:

Associated Activities:

Downloads:

Equipment required:

Target Audience:

FULL continuous VERSION 53:00 * See facilitator tips & tricks for information on 
PLANNING session times

The activity has been designed as a plug and play solution. 
There will be an on screen demonstration where you can fol-
low along with the expert (there should be no reason to stop 
the video during the activity).  Simply choose either one of 
the individual levels or play the full version and away you go!

A clear unobstructed area / carpeted if not using mats

Adults / family

Certificate / promotional poster template

Salsa’d

Fitness & wellbeing Optional mats

A Taste of Yoga is a fun introduction to the ancient discipline 
of yoga, suitable for all ages and abilities.  The activity ex-
plores the many benefits of yoga in a fun and engaging way.

• increases strength

• improves physical and mental agility

• improves focus

• increases coordination skills

• increases self confidence 

• develops self discipline

• improves body awareness

• improves posture, flexibility and balance

Energising, Refreshing,
Heartlifting 

A refreshing, energising boost to 
the motor skills, giving participants 
an understanding of the body’s 
alignment and structure.

Revitalising, Focusing, Balancing 

Designed to restore the balance 
and focus within us, to nourish and 
detox the body through spirals 
(twists).

Grounding, Relaxing, Opening, 
Softening

A relaxing session to bring calm-
ness, openness and release tension 
in the body.
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PRE ACTIVITY SETUP:
Make sure the area is clear, unobstructed and clear of debris. Ensure there is water available.  Yoga mats or carpeted area advis-
able.

Technical set up:
The activity requires a screen visible to the participants, laptop and speakers.  Please refer to the technical help section on the 
iDEA website for more information.

Facilitator Tips and Tricks:

Keep the participants motivated by offering encouragement throughout the exercises and poses, particularly if they start to get 
tired.  The facilitator should ideally have a knowledge of all of the exercises and poses by watching the video in advance of hosting 
the session.
Repeatability: A number of the poses will require practice so may not be possible the first time.  Some poses are shown with an 
easier and harder version to allow progression.

Planning Your Sessions:
Welcome the participants and give them an introduction to the activity.  You should also close the session with a recap and promo-
tion of the next session.

Play appropriate music pre and post activity to help set the mood and create atmosphere.

Health and Safety:

Ensure there is adequate space for the activity to take place
Ensure participants are wearing suitable loose comfy clothing and have bare feet
Ensure the area is clear and clean and free from trip hazards before the activity starts
Ensure there is water on hand and that participants remain hydrated
Don’t allow participants to do anything that hurts


